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The Windows App SDK is a
component collection that
includes: App Manifests:
Manifests describe the
set of features and
capabilities an app
supports. Unlike classic
app manifests, App
manifests are not tied to
a specific platform and
they also extend across
desktop and mobile
platforms. Mobile Apps:
Apps targeted at Windows



10 Mobile devices can be
built with native code
and use Windows Runtime
and mobile-specific APIs.
Additionally, Windows
Store apps can be native
or XAML. XAML allows you
to create applications
with a Windows Forms-like
user interface. However,
XAML apps are fully
managed and don’t use the
Win32 API. Store Apps:
The Windows App Store is
the new online app
distribution channel for



Windows apps. The
official website for the
store is Universal
Windows Platform: The UWP
is a new platform for app
development that can be
used on Windows, Windows
Phone, Xbox, and other
devices. The UWP allows
you to create universal
apps, or apps that can
run on Windows and
Windows Phone devices.
Additionally, the UWP
supports different device
models including PCs,



tablets, and IoT devices.
Microsoft Store:
Microsoft Store is the
new online app
distribution channel for
Windows apps. The website
for the store is
Platform-Specific APIs:
Platform-specific APIs
can be used to access
specific features that
are only available on the
platforms the APIs are
targeted to. All the APIs
are extensions to the
APIs included in the



Windows App SDK, hence
they have the same
capabilities. However,
the APIs available depend
on the platform.
Supported Platforms: App
manifests are generated
on-the-fly, so the list
of supported platforms
will vary from version to
version. This means that
you can use all the
Windows 10 features and
the latest Windows SDK,
but you cannot guarantee
that new features will be



available on the oldest
systems. Supported
Devices: App manifests
are generated on-the-fly,
so the list of supported
devices will vary from
version to version. This
means that you can use
all the Windows 10
features and the latest
Windows SDK, but you
cannot guarantee that new
features will be
available on the oldest
systems. Requirements:
The Windows App SDK



package requires the
Windows 10 Fall Creators
Update in order to run.
In addition, the
following are required:
To learn how to install
the SDK on your system,
you can follow
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To create the UI for an
app, the Windows App SDK
offers a library of
components and some



building blocks. The
library allows you to
create more than one user
interface (UI) for your
apps, making them more
attractive and easy to
use for the end user.
There are tools that make
it easy to create custom
controls and UI in
general, as well as auto-
generating some of them.
The Windows App SDK also
provides an event
handling system that
allows developers to



easily respond to user
actions with custom code.
Also, the Windows App SDK
can be used to access the
data used by your app to
carry out actions, as
well as to synchronize
the data using the
offline data storage
components. NOTE: Windows
App SDK is only available
for Windows 10 version
1809 and later In this
article, we are going to
walk through the
installation of the



Windows App SDK into a
sample app we created, as
well as using the Windows
App SDK. In this article,
we are going to go over
the installation of the
Windows App SDK. As
mentioned before, the
installation is via
NuGet. You can install
the NuGet package by
going to Tools > NuGet
Package Manager > Manage
NuGet Packages for
Solution.... Click on the
Browse tab and search for



the package name Windows
App SDK. Hit OK and
install it. You can also
use the Visual Studio
Installer to install the
Windows App SDK. You can
follow the steps given in
this article to install
the Windows App SDK. For
this example, we are
going to create a simple
application that will
display the content of a
folder located on the
hard disk of a computer
running Windows 10. We



are going to cover the
basic components of
Windows App SDK to create
this simple app and the
SDK's other tools that
can be useful when
developing for Windows.
NOTE: If you have an
earlier version of
Windows 10, a user
interface for the Windows
App SDK will not be
available to you. It is
recommended that you
upgrade your Windows 10
to Windows 10 version



1809 or later. The
complete app we are going
to create for this
example is available on
GitHub. It is called
Folder List App. You can
download it from GitHub
and start creating apps
with the Windows App SDK.
In our Folder List App,
we are going to create a
new project using the
Windows App SDK. We are
also going to add a
DataGrid control to our
app. This control is



available in the Visual
Studio Extensions for the
Windows App SDK. To get
started, go to File > New
2edc1e01e8
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Each of the APIs in the
Windows App SDK features
a description at the end,
which is important for
those who may need to
explain the purpose of
the API to others.
Windows App SDK APIs
features C/C++ API No GIL
Support Yes APIs are
Intentionally Host-
Immutable Yes Windows
Runtime APIs Yes WinRT
Type APIs Yes C# API No



C++ API Yes Visual C++
API No Python API No XAML
API Yes JavaScript API No
You can find a list of
all Windows App SDK APIs
on this page Visual
Studio App Types The
Windows App SDK provides
a collection of tools for
developers who want to
create native desktop
apps for Windows. There
are different app types
available that can be
used to deliver an app
for Windows. Windows



Desktop apps are native,
compiled applications.
For all the other app
types, the Windows SDK
provides an optimized way
to build Windows Store
apps, iOS apps, Android
apps or apps for the Mac.
In each case, the
development kit includes
the basic tools, the SDK
and a set of templates
and samples to ease the
development process.
Please note that the
Windows App SDK can only



be used to develop
Windows apps. Moreover,
all apps created with the
Windows App SDK can be
deployed in any version
of Windows. However,
Windows Store apps and
Windows desktop apps can
only be deployed in the
latest versions of
Windows and they can only
be deployed on supported
hardware. Here is a quick
summary of the available
Windows app types and
their requirements:



Windows Desktop apps .NET
Core Yes Windows Forms
Yes WPF Yes C++ No HTML
No XAML Yes JavaScript No
.NET No You can find more
information about each of
the Windows App SDK app
types on this page
Windows Desktop App
template This is the
simplest template for
creating a Windows
desktop app. It is suited
for those who don’t want
to build a full-blown
Windows desktop app from



scratch. Moreover, you
can use it to create
universal apps that can
run on Windows 10,
Windows 8.1, Windows 8,
Windows Phone 8.1 and
Windows Phone Silverlight
apps. The template allows
you to use the C#, C++
and JavaScript languages
to create a basic app,
which can be deployed as
a Windows desktop app, an
app for the Mac and an
app for iOS.
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☞ Visual Studio 2019 is
packed with a collection
of tools and services
that can aid in the
development of Windows
apps. Among other tools,
the Windows App SDK
brings to the table a set
of tools and APIs that
can be used in apps
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running on Windows 10
down to version 1809. ☞
The Windows App SDK is
not a replacement for the
Windows 10 SDK, or
for.NET, Windows Forms,
or WPF. Instead, it is a
collection of tools and
APIs that can help
developers regardless of
the platform they are
using. ☞ Windows App SDK
features version adaptive
code. ☞ Keep in mind
that, as long as the user
is running Windows 11



down to version 1809, all
the new features and APIs
in the Windows App SDK
can be used as soon as
they are released. ☞
Since Windows APIs are
not tied to the OS
release anymore, updates
to the Windows App SDK
will be released more
often. In other words,
developers will be able
to enjoy innovative
features and the latest
features in the Windows
development platforms as



soon as they are released
by Microsoft. ☞ Note:
Before you download the
Windows App SDK, make
sure that your target
environment is set to
Windows 10 SDK version
1809, the version of
Windows that the App SDK
is targeting. For
detailed instructions
please see this MSDN
article. ☞ The Windows
App SDK is delivered via
a NuGet package that can
be easily installed in



new projects. ☞ The
Windows App SDK comes as
a set of libraries for
Visual Studio 2019. To
start using the Windows
App SDK, you need to open
the Windows App SDK
extension for Visual
Studio 2019. ☞ The
package includes a few
template projects that
can be used to quickly
get started. ☞ Windows
App SDK features version
adaptive code. For
details on the new



functionality that is
exposed to you as soon as
you install the Windows
App SDK, please refer to
the following articles: ☞
Windows App SDK Feature
List ☞ Programming
Windows App UWP: Create a
Windows App with WinUI
and UWP ☞ Programming
Windows App XAML: Create
a Windows App with XAML
and UWP ☞ Programming
Windows App WPF: Create a
Windows App with WPF and
UWP ☞ Programming Windows



App WinForms: Create a
Windows App with Windows
Forms and UWP ☞
Programming Windows App
Net Core: Create a
Windows App with.NET Core
and UWP ☞ Programming
Windows App HTML5: Create
a Windows App with HTML5
and UWP ☞ Programming
Windows App WPF: Create a
Windows App with WPF and
XAML ☞ Programming
Windows App WinForms:
Create a Windows App with
Windows Forms and XAML ☞



Programming Windows
App.NET Core: Create a
Windows App with.NET Core
and XAM



System Requirements:

Windows 7, Windows 8 and
8.1 Mac OS 10.9 and later
Android device (4.0 and
above) Memory: 3 GB RAM
Processor: Intel Core i5
750 (2.67 GHz), AMD
Phenom X3-940 (2.6 GHz)
Storage: 15 GB available
space Graphics: 256 MB
ATI or NVIDIA Geforce
310M, Geforce 9600M GT,
or more *PC version might
require additional space
for additional game data.
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